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Abstract

This paper conducts the analysis on development of the basic English extensive reading system and the applications on the reading teaching of sports news. Extensive reading of text or material is dead and cannot provide a teaching model. How to talk about what to proceed from reality, according to the principle of gradual and orderly, according to the level of the students and the ability to accept. English newspapers as fresh language, popular novel, close to the life of a corpus source that is the college English teaching has always attached importance to the reference materials. According to the rhetorical characteristics of English newspapers, we set the course, it is best to learn some rhetorical knowledge after the students to open the course, English majors can learn after the rhetoric can also be extended as the rhetoric class and homework. This paper proposes the new idea of dealing with mentioned issues that will promote the development of reading teaching of sports news.
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Introduction

The modern education goal favors increasingly in strengthens the student independent learning capability and the comprehensive quality. In information age, the people want to process the massive information to study, unceasingly the self-development; this requests the student first to have the strong reading ability, independent learning capability. Regarding the English specialized student, the general-comprehension reading class, one of university English specialized basic courses, sharpens English reading ability and the reading speed main way; it grasps the language knowledge, the gain information sharpens language utilization ability the foundation. The general-comprehension reading class start is for the purpose of through the reading training, causes the student to grasp the correct reading method, forms the good reading habit, speeds up the reading speed, thus enhancement gain language knowledge and utilization language ability.

Extensive reading of text or material is dead and cannot provide a teaching model. How to talk about what to proceed from reality, according to the principle of gradual and orderly, according to the level of the students and the ability to accept, whether the extensive reading course depends on the teacher's language ability, knowledge structure, teaching experience, personality, talent, insight, dedication and other factors. Based on the theoretical review, the principles of the English extensive reading system can be organized as the follows.

- Extensive reading teaching should be given the power of learners to choose, emphasizing the autonomy of students. But not that it does not require teachers to
participate in the learning of teachers with a wide range of roles and multiple responsibilities that not only teaching but also to participate in management, business development language courses, production materials. At the same time which is also a learner's consultants and sources of information.

- For extensive reading class students learning evaluation can take "learner autonomy". This can let students responsible for their own progress, see their own advantages and disadvantages, and their current level and they hope to reach the level of the gap between so that students gain more power.
- In the content-based ESL teaching, the language is the carrier of the content, and the teacher imparts the specialized knowledge to the student, also pays attention to the training student's language skill. This teaching method merit is, not only it can guarantee the student relates the reality and own experience, moreover can provide the more practical human relations method for teacher to come professor the language, namely through application professor language, but is not regards as the language teaching is merely teaches the grammar.

English newspapers as fresh language, popular novel, close to the life of a corpus source that is the college English teaching has always attached importance to the reference materials. According to the rhetorical characteristics of English newspapers, we set the course, it is best to learn some rhetorical knowledge after the students to open the course, English majors can learn after the rhetoric can also be extended as the rhetoric class and homework.

![Figure 1. The Basic English Extensive Reading System Architecture Demonstration.](image)

The Proposed Methodology

English Extensive Reading Discussion. Many foreign linguists through research found that a large number of the reading while including recreational reading, to improve the second language ability is extremely beneficial. Extensive reading provides students with "real English". For students, English is harder than mechanical or modified English, but only English can show the essence and vitality of the English. Extensive reading of language learning into a simple access to information, appreciation of English literature, understanding of the Western
culture, history and ideas of the means, naturally, gradually familiar with, understand and learn to use English. Under this basis, the principles of the English extensive reading can be summarized as follows.

- English reading depends upon in the class the time is merely by far insufficient and the English specialized student needs the massive outside readings. The teacher needs to train the student in outside the reading self-consciousness and routine. The teacher should guide the student to persist the reading English publication magazine, the famous work simple textbook as well as the cultural connotation rich story.

- Students are under the teacher's guidance and organization, actively learning and exchange activities involved in various stages of language, learn knowledge, develop skills. Language of the input and the output effectively and embodied the balance between the goal of language teaching. English teaching must attach importance to the opportunity of the language input and ways, and guidance, to help the students to complete the process of input to the output.

- In the reading material vocabulary should grasp the vocabulary take the present student as, the content form should by the story, the novel and so on easy to understand, the readable strong reading material primarily, then transits gradually, the deepening, conforms to the intelligible input principle. The excessive information can cause the reading difficulty, and the new word quantity size and the sentence length as well as the structure complex degree can affect the reading difficulty and the effect.

- The first requirement for choosing a language material is that the text should interest the student and that selecting the content of interest to the student will enable them to accomplish their task more effectively and with less effort.

In short, extensive reading is very important in the teaching of the English major in colleges and universities, by changing the traditional teaching mode, using good reading materials for teaching, for the students' psychological and other targeted teaching, will play a good effect.

**The Sports Newspapers and Periodicals English.** For students, the biggest obstacle to the use of English as a learning resource is language complexity. They will not only encounter new words, complex grammatical structure, expression, they also lack the necessary understanding of the process of cultural background knowledge. The author believes that this is mainly because the authenticity of students to enter the language is not enough. Therefore, in order to make up for the shortcomings of the textbooks, and make the newspaper reading course truly become a platform for the students to develop their potential, in the specific teaching process, we should combine the study of newspaper reading course with the existing original foreign language newspaper resources while for the students to determine the self-learning learning model and the newspaper industry treasures the page layout extremely, requests the news to write the personnel to provide many information in the limited length, the reader reads a newspaper as far as possible treasures the time, hoped obtains the information in the very short time which plays, this request news writes the personnel when writes the reportage to choose the concise succinct writing and the sentence type which has the listed features.

- Commonly used simple words and short words. The use of simple words, short words is one of the characteristics of news reports. Newspaper columns are narrow, if the use of long words, complex words is costly, especially the title, not only the length of the book but also not beautiful. Therefore, the journalists tend to use simple words, phrases to write news content. Today's British and American newspapers can be found in both the title and the article in the simple words and short words.
• Commonly used multiple noun modifiers to replace phrases or clauses. Linguist counteracts to this kind in the traditional English grammar achieved saves the accusation noun attribute which the page layout goal the usage appraisal that does not have to cause the understanding difficulty, the reader is often difficult from the surface layer determination semantics, must relate in-depth structure understanding, some people praise the noun attribute to be possible to concentrate the sentence type, to save space, avoid the sentence type dilatory complicated.

• Adoption of abbreviations. The trend of English is gradually simplified, overlapping at the lexical level reflect is a lot of abbreviations emerge. To save space, we need to refine the language abbreviations are used more frequently, can be seen everywhere.

According to the schema theory, the understanding of a text is the interaction between the reader's background knowledge and the information provided by the text. Efficient understanding of the need for readers to text materials and their own knowledge of the original link and reader's understanding of the text depends on its ability to relate the textual information to original background knowledge of the mind. It has with the article correlation background knowledge, may play “eagerly anticipates, the simplification” the role to the reader, also is between the information one kind of correlation which reader's background knowledge and the text provide, will cause the reader the new text material the related background knowledge which will store up with own brains in to fuse, with the knowledge which will have has filled in the new text material the vacancy content. Accordingly, for the students we can provide them with the following guides. (1) As an important part of professional English, an important course can be opened at a later time. After students can master the basic vocabulary, text, rhetoric and writing knowledge, students will be able to read their basic reading knowledge with the newspaper reading practice combined, so as to enhance the overall quality, there is a way for teachers to combine their own teaching content for the students to decorate the relevant reading materials. (2) According to the student's interest, he may propose outside its interest reading duty lets them group completes, but in the group each student is not all big to this part of content interest has like this as if departed from the interest guidance significance, but accepts the challenge the student often can overcome very many completes the task difficultly, even raises the new interest spot, thus promotes student's synthesizing capacity. (3) We must carry on knowledge and so on foundation chapter, and rhetoric to them introductions, and unifies own in the selection knowledge spot to have the destination to seek the correlation material, enables the student when reading fills is self-confident and is handy, not only like this may promote the non-English specialized student's study interest, but also may promote their English utilization ability fast enhancement.

**English Journal of Sports and the Reading Paradigms.** Most of the metaphors in sports news are loaded with specific national cultural information. As the East and West in the basic natural environment, way of thinking, history, customs and habits have the same or similar aspects, there are different sides in the cultural level the East and West will inevitably embody some commonalities and differences. Language is the carrier of culture. Cultural differences will inevitably be reflected in the language. Discusses in the sporting news in us in front of metaphor translation translator independent, we must to the main body, independent and translator independent several concepts explained. The main body is a philosophy concept. It refers to the cognition who takes the objective world and the practitioner's person. About the translation main body thought the translator is the narrow sense main body, the author, the translator and the reader may regard as the generalized translation main body. In the sporting
news metaphor has the bright image mostly, the meaning is obvious, some containing, the something is implied, may cause the rich association, when the translation besides must express the original text faithfully the significance, but also should maintain the original text image as far as possible the analogy, the rich association, the rhetoric effect as well as nationality's style and so on, while reading, we should guide the students to focus on the following items.

- Sometimes as a result of aspect and so on language factor and cultural element differences that need to use the transliteration law. The so-called transliteration law is translation can express the original text correctly the content, but may not rigidly adhere to the original text form.
- Although some readers do not understand the meaning of the translation, they can literally translate their literal meaning, and then point out the implied meaning, so that the translation image vivid, reflecting the style of the original and charm.
- In sports news translation of the original metaphor rhetoric appropriately, is directly related to the perfect reappearance of the original style charm. Due to Chinese-English similarities and differences between two languages, we in the translation, according to the actual situation of the original content and form flexible use of literal translation, free translation and choose the literal translation or free translation is the key to the reader acceptable degree of metaphors.

**Conclusion**

This paper conducts the analysis on development of the basic English extensive reading system and the applications on the reading teaching of the sports news. The sports are the human society culture important constituent that is the national spirit symbol, has had the profound influence to English language. In the European and American countries, as a result of the sports popularization and the people to the sports deep love, causes it and people's daily life is inseparable. Because locates the geographical environment and the cultural atmosphere different as well as the national history, the religious belief, the habits and customs respectively different, the world various nationalities create sports various formats, interest respectively different, therefore the source has the glorious historical origin in the sports custom language that reflects the thick national characteristics, the rich social background and the cultural connotation. Under this basis, this paper proposes the analysis on development of the basic English extensive reading system and the applications on the reading teaching of the sports news. In the future, we will apply the methodology into more scenarios.
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